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Retirement InSight and Trends is the quarterly newsletter for the International Foundation
for Retirement Education’s Certified Retirement Counselors® (CRC ®s) to help retirement
professionals with the practical application of new retirement readiness, counseling,
planning and income management concepts for the mid-market. Find out more about the
CRC® and InFRE here.
This issue is worth one free CRC®, CFP®, ASPPA, and the American College’s Professional
Recertification Program (CLU®, ChFC ®, CASL) CE credit upon reading all the articles and
successfully completing the online quiz. An email will be sent to you and InFRE upon
successful completion (score of 70% or more) of the CE exam.
Click here for the Continuing Education Exam that corresponds to this issue. Click here to
see other free issues that you may read. Recent issues are eligible for CRC®, CFP®, ASPPA,
and other CE credit when you pass the online exam.
To report CE:
Your score will automatically be sent to InFRE for CRC® credit and/or the CFP Board
CFP® credit.
You are responsible for reporting your CE hours for ASPPA recertification and the
American College’s Professional Recertification Program (CLU®, ChFC ®, CASL).
Looking for additional CE opportunities? Visit the continuing education section of the
Retirement Resource Center store to find hundreds of additional professional development
and continuing education options by leading experts, the way you want to learn, at the level
that’s right for you.
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¥6ÿPY87fÿ8Pÿ89ÿ>69PÿPHÿOHSI9ÿ¦I9PÿH7ÿPY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SPV9ÿSYL7R69ÿPHÿCE;9ÿPHJL?ÿZ6K9I9ÿ6Q<=H?6Kÿ<=L7ÿSYL7R69ÿL9ÿPY696ÿSYL7R69ÿLK6
Y8RY=?ÿSHQ<=6§TÿCPÿ89ÿ>69PÿPHÿSHZ6KÿPY6ÿ87OHKQLP8H7ÿ87ÿ>8P69̈8d6ÿ<86S69ÿ9HÿPYLPÿ8PV9ÿ6L986KÿPHÿJ8R69PT
XY6ÿf6?ÿPH<8S9ÿPYLPÿN6V==ÿLJJK699ÿLK6ÿPY6ÿ6=8Q87LP8H7ÿHOÿPY6ÿLR6ÿ=8Q8P9ÿOHKÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H79ÿL7Jÿ76NÿJ89PK8>IP8H7ÿKI=69ÿOHK
>676©S8LK869Tÿ¥YHÿcIL=8©69ÿOHKÿL7ÿ6§S6<P8H7ÿPHÿPY6ÿ76Nÿ_\¨?6LKÿEI=6«ÿ^HIÿY6LKÿQISYÿPL=fÿPYLPÿPY6ÿ9PK6PSYÿ89ÿJ6LJTÿaHPÿK6L==?ÿOHKÿ9HQ6
<6H<=6ÿ¬ÿ?69@ÿPY6?VK6ÿ7Hÿ=H7R6Kÿ6=8R8>=6ÿOHKÿNYLPÿ89ÿK6O6KK6JÿPHÿL9ÿPY6ÿ9PK6PSYÿ¬ÿ>IPÿPY6K6ÿLK6ÿLÿf6?ÿRKHI<ÿHOÿ>676©S8LK869ÿNYHÿLK6ÿ9P8==
567896ÿ;<<=6>?@ÿ;A;@ÿBCDA@ÿBEAD@ÿBEBF@ 6=8R8>=6T
BEDA@ÿGHI7J6KÿL7JÿMN76KÿHOÿ;<<=6>? C7ÿLJJ8P8H7@ÿYHNÿJH69ÿPY6ÿ76NÿK6cI8K6Jÿ>6R87787RÿJLP6ÿLOO6SPÿYHNÿ?HIÿQL7LR6ÿCE;9«
E6P8K6Q67PÿBH79I=P87R@ÿC7ST
UJ8PHKV9ÿ7HP6WÿXY89ÿLKP8S=6ÿ89ÿL7 ÿ®¯ÿ°ÿÿÿ¤±
LJL<PLP8H7ÿHOÿPY6ÿ=8Z6ÿN6>87LK XY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SPÿ89ÿPY6ÿQH9PÿSHQ<K6Y6798Z6ÿ<86S6ÿHOÿ=6R89=LP8H7ÿPYLPÿLOO6SP9ÿCE;9ÿLOP6KÿPY6ÿA6798H7ÿAKHP6SP8H7ÿ;SPTÿALKPÿHOÿPY6
J6=8Z6K6Jÿ>?ÿ567896ÿ;<<=6>?ÿ87 SYL==67R6ÿ89ÿPY89ÿNL9ÿ98R76Jÿ87PHÿ=LNÿLPÿ<K6PP?ÿQISYÿPY6ÿ=L9PÿQ87IP6@ÿ9Hÿ8Pÿ=6OPÿ<KHO6998H7L=9ÿ9SKLQ>=87RÿPHÿ6JISLP6ÿHIKÿLIJ867S69ÿL7J
[\[\Tÿ]6KÿSHQQ67P9ÿYLZ6ÿ>667 CE;ÿSI9PHJ8L79ÿ9SKLQ>=87RÿPHÿQLf6ÿSYL7R69@ÿ9HÿPY6ÿ87OHKQLP8H7ÿ<KHZ8J6JÿPHÿS=867P9ÿ89ÿLSSIKLP6T
6J8P6JÿOHKÿS=LK8P?ÿL7Jÿ=67RPYT ¥8PYÿL7?ÿ>8Rÿ<86S6ÿHOÿ=6R89=LP8H7ÿ=8f6ÿPY89@ÿPY6K6ÿLK6ÿRH87RÿPHÿ>6ÿRL<9ÿL7JÿLK6L9ÿHOÿSH7OI98H7Tÿ¥6ÿ6§<6SPÿPY6ÿCEDÿPHÿ<I>=89YÿSHKK6SP8H79@
^HIÿSL7ÿK6LJÿPY6ÿ9IQQLK?ÿLKP8S=6 L7JÿPY6?ÿYLZ6ÿL=K6LJ?ÿ9PLKP6JT
Y6K6ÿL9ÿ<LKPÿHOÿPY6ÿ_9Pÿ̀PKÿ[\[\
E6P8K6Q67PÿC7D8RYPÿL7JÿXK67J9 ²³´µ³¶·ÿ¹º»¼ÿ½´µÿ¾¿ÀµÁ
a6N9=6PP6K@ÿNHKPYÿ_T\ÿBUÿNY67ÿK6LJ XY6ÿ>8RÿSH7Z6K9LP8H7ÿ89ÿPYLPÿ>676©S8LK869ÿ7Hÿ=H7R6KÿYLZ6ÿPY6ÿH<P8H7ÿPHÿPLf6ÿJ89PK8>IP8H79ÿHZ6KÿPY68Kÿ=8O6ÿ6§<6SPL7S?TÿXY6ÿK6L=8P?ÿ89ÿPYLP
87ÿ8P9ÿ67P8K6P?ÿbLOP6Kÿ<L9987RÿPY6 QH9Pÿ>676©S8LK869ÿ76Z6KÿPHHfÿLJZL7PLR6ÿHOÿPY6ÿ9PK6PSYÿL7?NL?TÿCPÿK6L==?ÿNH7VPÿLOO6SPÿQH9PÿHOÿ?HIKÿS=867P9ÿ>6SLI96ÿNY67ÿPY6?ÿJH
87Y6K8PÿCE;9@ÿPY6?ÿPY87f@ÿÂCPV9ÿOK66ÿQH76?TÿCÿJ8J7VPÿNHKfÿOHKÿ8P«ÿ¥Y?ÿ7HPÿPLf6ÿPYLPÿ87Y6K8P6JÿCE;ÿL7Jÿ¦I9Pÿ9<67Jÿ8P«ÃÿÄ6SLI96ÿ=6LZ87RÿPY6
H7=876ÿcI8dTeÿ
^HIÿQL?ÿL=9HÿSYHH96ÿPHÿPLf6ÿPY6ÿOI== L996P9ÿ87ÿL7ÿCE;ÿL==HN9ÿ8PÿPHÿSH7P87I6ÿPHÿRKHNÿH7ÿLÿPL§J̈6O6KK6Jÿ>L989@ÿ>IPÿPYLPV9ÿK6L==?ÿLÿ©7L7S8L=ÿL7JÿPL§ÿ<=L7787Rÿ899I6T
=67RPYÿSHIK96ÿg6?ÿCE;ÿBYL7R69 ]HNÿJHÿ?HIÿLJZ896ÿPY6ÿS=867PÿYHNÿPHÿYL7J=6ÿPY68KÿCE;9ÿLOP6KÿPY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SP«ÿ^HIVK6ÿRH87RÿPHÿ©7JÿPYLPÿNY67ÿ?HIVK6ÿLJZ8987RÿS=867P9
hLJ6ÿ>?ÿPY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SPÿOHKÿ_T\ L>HIPÿQH9PÿHOÿPY6ÿSYL7R69@ÿ?HIVK6ÿRH87RÿPHÿYLZ6ÿPHÿ<LK96ÿ?HIKÿS=867P9ÿ87PHÿPNHÿSLP6RHK869@ÿ69<6S8L==?ÿNY67ÿ8PÿSHQ69ÿPHÿ>676©S8LK?
YHIKÿSH7P87I87Rÿ6JISLP8H7ÿbBUe H<P8H79TÿBLP6RHK?ÿ;ÿN8==ÿ>6ÿCE;9ÿPYLPÿN6K6ÿ87Y6K8P6Jÿ>6OHK6ÿ56S6Q>6KÿÅ_@ÿ[\_ÆÿL7JÿBLP6RHK?ÿÄÿLK6ÿCE;9ÿPYLPÿN6K6ÿ87Y6K8P6JÿLOP6K
SK6J8PT
>6SLI96ÿPYLPV9ÿRH87RÿPHÿLOO6SPÿPY6ÿJ89PK8>IP8H7ÿH<P8H79ÿPYLPÿLK6ÿLZL8=L>=6ÿPHÿPYH96ÿ>676©S8LK869T
ÇÈÉÊÉÀ½³É¿Àÿ¿Ëÿ³·µÿ½¾µÿ́µ¼³´É¶³É¿ÀÿË¿´ÿ¹º»ÿÌ¿À³´ÉÍÎ³É¿À¼
XY6ÿ©K9PÿSYL7R6ÿBH7RK699ÿQLJ6ÿ89ÿPY6?ÿ6=8Q87LP6JÿPY6ÿK69PK8SP8H7ÿH7ÿQLf87RÿSH7PK8>IP8H79ÿPHÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;9ÿOHKÿ87J8Z8JIL=9ÿNYHÿLK6ÿLPÿ=6L9PÿLR6ÿÏ\Ðÿ>?ÿPY6ÿ67JÿHOÿPY6
?6LKTÿÑ8O6ÿ6§<6SPL7S?ÿ89ÿR6PP87Rÿ=H7R6KTÿCÿ966ÿQL7?ÿ<6H<=6ÿNYHÿLK6ÿN6==ÿ<L9PÿLR6ÿÏ\@ÿ9P8==ÿNHKf87R@ÿL7JÿPY6?VK6ÿ?HI7RÿL7Jÿ9<K8P6Tÿ¥Y?ÿ9YHI=JÿPY696ÿ<6H<=6ÿ>6ÿ<K6Z67P6JÿOKHQ
QLf87RÿSH7PK8>IP8H79ÿ8OÿPY6?ÿYLZ6ÿPY6ÿOI7J9ÿPHÿJHÿ9H«
Ä6OHK6ÿPY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SP@ÿ8Oÿ9HQ6H76ÿNL9ÿLPÿ=6L9PÿLR6ÿÏ\ÐÿL9ÿHOÿPY6ÿ67JÿHOÿPY6ÿ?6LK@ÿPYLPÿ<6K9H7ÿNL9ÿ7HPÿ6=8R8>=6ÿPHÿQLf6ÿLÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7TÿÄIPÿPY6?ÿSHI=JÿQLf6
LÿEHPYÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿ8OÿPY68KÿQHJ8©6JÿLJ¦I9P6JÿRKH99ÿ87SHQ6ÿbh;ÒCeÿNL9ÿ7HPÿPHHÿY8RYTÿXY89ÿSYL7R6ÿ89ÿ6OO6SP8Z6ÿOHKÿSH7PK8>IP8H79ÿQLJ6ÿOHKÿ[\[\ÿL7JÿLOP6KTÿDHÿ7HNÿN6VK6
N8PY87ÿPYLPÿ<6K8HJÿNY6K6ÿ?HIÿSL7ÿQL?ÿSLK6ÿL>HIPÿSH7PK8>IP8H79@ÿNY8SYÿ89ÿI<ÿPHÿ;<K8=ÿ_Óÿb6J8PHKV9ÿ7HP6Wÿ7HNÿJ6=L?6JÿI7P8=ÿÔI=?ÿ_Ó@ÿ[\[\ÿOHKÿBMÕC5eÿHOÿPY89ÿ?6LKTÿ¥6ÿYLZ6ÿPHÿ>6
SLK6OI=ÿ>6SLI96ÿ6Z67ÿPYHIRYÿPYH96ÿSH7PK8>IP8H79ÿLK6ÿ>687RÿQLJ6ÿ87ÿ[\[\@ÿPY6?ÿLK6ÿOHKÿ[\_ÆÿNY67ÿPY6ÿLR6ÿ=8Q8Pÿ9P8==ÿL<<=869TÿDHÿ8Oÿ?HIKÿS=867PÿNL=f9ÿ87PHÿ?HIKÿHÖS6ÿPHJL?ÿL7J
9L?9ÿPY6?ÿNL7PÿPHÿQLf6ÿLÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿOHKÿ[\_Æÿ>6SLI96ÿPY6?ÿYLZ6ÿI<ÿI7P8=ÿ;<K8=ÿ_ÓÿbÔI=?ÿ_ÓeÿPHÿJHÿ9H@ÿSY6SfÿPHÿ966ÿNY6PY6KÿHKÿ7HPÿPY6?ÿN6K6ÿLPÿ=6L9PÿLR6ÿÏ\Ðÿ>?ÿ56S6Q>6K
Å_@ÿ[\_Æ@ÿ>6SLI96ÿPY6?ÿQ8RYPÿ7HPÿ>6ÿ6=8R8>=6ÿPHÿQLf6ÿPYLPÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿPHÿLÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿOHKÿ[\_ÆT
×Î½ÈÉØµÙÿÌ·½´É³½ÍÈµÿÚÉ¼³´ÉÍÎ³É¿À¼ÿÛ×ÌÚÜ
XY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SPÿ=6OPÿPY6ÿLR6ÿ>?ÿNY8SYÿ9HQ6H76ÿ>6SHQ69ÿ6=8R8>=6ÿPHÿQLf6ÿLÿcIL=8©6JÿSYLK8PL>=6ÿJ89PK8>IP8H7ÿb`B5eÿLPÿLR6ÿÏ\ÐTÿ;ÿcIL=8©6JÿSYLK8PL>=6ÿJ89PK8>IP8H7ÿL==HN9ÿL7
87J8Z8JIL=ÿPHÿQLf6ÿLÿPL§ÖK66ÿJ89PK8>IP8H7ÿHOÿI<ÿPHÿÝ_\\@\\\ÿPHÿL7ÿ6=8R8>=6ÿSYLK8P?TÿXHÿJHÿPYLP@ÿ?HIÿQI9Pÿ>6ÿLPÿ=6L9PÿÏ\ÐÿH7ÿPY6ÿJLP6ÿH7ÿNY8SYÿPY6ÿcIL=8©6JÿSYLK8PL>=6
J89PK8>IP8H7ÿ89ÿQLJ6ÿOKHQÿPY6ÿCE;TÿXY6ÿ̀B5ÿ89ÿ7H7P̈L§L>=6ÿ8Oÿ8PÿQ66P9ÿLÿS6KPL87ÿK6cI8K6Q67PTÿ]HN6Z6K@ÿQL7?ÿ<6H<=6ÿPHHfÿLJZL7PLR6ÿHOÿPY89ÿ>?ÿQLf87RÿLÿJ6JISP8>=6
SH7PK8>IP8H7ÿPHÿLÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿL7Jÿ8QQ6J8LP6=?ÿPIK787RÿLKHI7JÿL7JÿQLf87RÿLÿ̀B5@ÿ87ÿ6OO6SPÿJHI>=6J̈8<<87RT
XY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SPÿ87S=IJ69ÿLÿSLZ6LPÿPYLPÿ8Oÿ?HIÿQLf6ÿLÿ̀B5ÿOHKÿLÿ?6LK@ÿL7Jÿ?HIÿL=9HÿQLf6ÿLÿJ6JISP8>=6ÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7@ÿ?HIKÿ̀B5ÿN8==ÿ89ÿK6JIS6Jÿ>?ÿPY6ÿLQHI7PÿHO
PY6ÿJ6JISP8>=6ÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7T
GHKÿ6§LQ<=6@ÿÏ_¨?6LKḦ=JÿXHQÿQLJ6ÿLÿJ6JISP8>=6ÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿOHKÿ[\[\ÿHOÿÝÞ@\\\@ÿL7JÿY6ÿQLJ6ÿLÿ̀B5ÿHOÿÝÓ\@\\\TÿÄ6OHK6ÿPY6ÿDUBiEUÿ;SP@ÿXHQÿNHI=Jÿ7HP
YLZ6ÿ>667ÿL>=6ÿPHÿSH7PK8>IP6ÿPHÿLÿPKLJ8P8H7L=ÿCE;ÿ>6SLI96ÿY6ÿNL9ÿLPÿ=6L9PÿLR6ÿÏ\Ðÿ>?ÿPY6ÿ67JÿHOÿPY6ÿ?6LKTÿaHNÿY6ÿSL7@ÿ>IPÿ>6SLI96ÿXHQÿ89ÿS=L8Q87RÿLÿJ6JISP8H7ÿOHKÿPYLP
SH7PK8>IP8H7@ÿPY6ÿ76NÿKI=69ÿ9L?ÿPYLPÿPY6ÿÝÞ@\\\ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿQI9Pÿ>6ÿJ6JISP6JÿOKHQÿPY6ÿcIL=8©6JÿSYLK8PL>=6ÿJ89PK8>IP8H7TÿM7=?ÿÝßß@\\\ÿN8==ÿ>6ÿPK6LP6JÿL9ÿLÿ7H7P̈L§L>=6ÿ̀B5
H7ÿY89ÿPL§ÿK6PIK7TÿÄIPÿNY8=6ÿPY6ÿÝÞ@\\\ÿJ8OO6K67S6ÿ89ÿ87S=IJ6Jÿ87ÿ87SHQ6@ÿPY6ÿSH7PK8>IP8H7ÿLQHI7PÿQL?ÿ7HNÿ>6ÿS=L8Q6JÿL9ÿL7ÿ8P6Q8d6JÿJ6JISP8H7ÿH7ÿY89ÿPL§ÿK6PIK7T
àáâãäåæÿèÿéêáëì
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56789:6;ÿ=6>9??9?>ÿ@AB6
CDÿFDGHIJKIÿFDÿLMIÿNIOPFHIQÿRISFDDFDSÿTJLIÿUNRTVÿWÿLMIÿJSIÿXYÿZMFGMÿK[\I[DIÿ\PKLÿXISFDÿLJ]FDSÿLMIFHÿHIOPFHIQÿ\FDF\P\ÿQFKLHFXPLF[DKÿUN^TKVÿWÿFKÿJD[LMIHÿ_[KFLF̀I
GMJDSIa
b[ÿQILIH\FDIÿLMIÿHPcIKÿLMJLÿJ__cYÿL[ÿJDÿdNCÿ[ZDIHeÿZIÿDIIQÿL[ÿQILIH\FDIÿZMILMIHÿLMFKÿ_IHK[DÿZJKÿJLÿcIJKLÿJSIÿfghÿ[DÿTIGI\XIHÿijeÿkgjlaÿdnÿLMFKÿ_IHK[DÿZJKÿJLÿcIJKLÿJSI
fghÿ[DÿTIGI\XIHÿijeÿkgjleÿLMIDÿLMIÿ[cQÿHPcIKÿJ__cYeÿZMFGMÿ\IJDKÿLMJLÿFnÿLMIYÿHIJGMIQÿJSIÿfghÿ[DÿTIGI\XIHÿijeÿkgjleÿLMIYÿ\PKLÿLJ]IÿJDÿN^Tÿn[HÿkgjlÿJDQÿLMIYÿMJ`IÿPDLFc
C_HFcÿjeÿkgkgÿL[ÿLJ]IÿLMJLÿN^TaÿÿbMIYÿLMIDÿ\PKLÿG[DLFDPIÿLJ]FDSÿN^TKÿn[HÿI`IHYÿYIJHÿJnLIHÿLMJLa
dnÿLMFKÿ_IHK[DÿHIJGMIQÿJSIÿfghÿ[DÿoJDPJHYÿjeÿkgkgÿ[HÿJnLIHeÿLMIYpHIÿPDQIHÿLMIÿDIZÿHPcIKeÿJDQÿLMIYÿQ[DpLÿDIIQÿL[ÿKLJHLÿLJ]FDSÿN^TKÿPDLFcÿLMIÿYIJHÿLMIYÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfkaÿbMIHIpKÿJ
[DIqQJYÿQFnnIHIDGIÿLMJLÿG[PcQÿQILIH\FDIÿZMILMIHÿK[\I[DIÿFKÿKPXrIGLÿL[ÿLMFKÿNPcIaÿs[HÿFDKLJDGIeÿFnÿK[\I[DIÿHIJGMIQÿJSIÿfgÿ[DÿoPDIÿigeÿkgjleÿLMIYpHIÿPDQIHÿLMIÿ[cQÿHPcIKaÿRPL
FnÿLMIYÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfgÿ[DÿoPcYÿjeÿJÿ[DIqQJYÿQFnnIHIDGIeÿLMIDÿLMIYpHIÿPDQIHÿLMIÿDIZÿHPcIKaÿt[ÿLM[KIÿZM[ÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfghÿXYÿTIGI\XIHÿijeÿkgjleÿJHIÿKPXrIGLÿL[ÿLMIÿ_HIqtuvwNuÿCGL
HPcIKÿJDQÿLM[KIÿZM[ÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfghÿFDÿkgjlÿMJ`IÿJÿNRTÿ[nÿC_HFcÿjeÿkgkgÿJDQÿ\PKLÿLJ]IÿLMIFHÿkgjlÿN^TÿXYÿLMIDaÿbM[KIÿZM[ÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfghÿFDÿkgkgÿMJ`IÿD[ÿN^TÿFDÿkgkg
JDQÿLMIFHÿHIOPFHIQÿXISFDDFDSÿQJLIÿFKÿC_HFcÿjÿ[nÿLMIÿYIJHÿLMJLÿn[cc[ZKÿLMIÿYIJHÿFDÿZMFGMÿLMIYÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfka
t[\IÿHPcIKÿMJ`IDpLÿGMJDSIQaÿs[HÿFDKLJDGIeÿY[PÿKLFccÿMJ`IÿLMIÿ[_LF[Dÿ[nÿQInIHHFDSÿJDÿN^Tÿn[HÿLMIÿxHKLÿYIJHÿPDLFcÿC_HFcÿjÿ[nÿLMIÿn[cc[ZFDSÿYIJHaÿyMILMIHÿK[\I[DIÿKM[PcQÿQ[ÿLMJL
FKÿJÿG[D`IHKJLF[DÿLMJLÿLMIYÿKM[PcQÿMJ`IÿZFLMÿLMIFHÿLJzÿJQ`FK[HÿXIGJPKIÿLMIÿ_HF\JHYÿHIJK[DÿZMYÿZIÿKJ`IÿFDÿLJzqQInIHHIQÿHILFHI\IDLÿJGG[PDLKÿFKÿn[HÿLMIÿLJzÿXIDIxLa
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bMIÿdNtÿKII\KÿL[ÿXIÿ[DÿL[_ÿ[nÿLMFDSKeÿ\J]FDSÿKPHIÿGPKL[QFJDKÿJDQÿdNCÿ_HJGLFLF[DIHKÿJHIÿJXcIÿL[ÿMJDQcIÿLMIÿJQ\FDFKLHJLF̀IÿnPDGLF[DKÿLMJLÿLMIYÿZIHIÿD[LÿJXcIÿL[ÿF\_cI\IDLÿJK
JÿHIKPcLÿ[nÿLMIÿtuvwNuÿCGLÿMJ`FDSÿXIIDÿF\_cI\IDLIQÿK[ÿcJLIa
dNCÿGPKL[QFJDKÿJHIÿHIOPFHIQÿL[ÿKIDQÿJDÿN^TÿD[LFxGJLF[DÿL[ÿdNCÿ[ZDIHKÿFnÿJDÿN^TÿFKÿQPIÿn[HÿLMIÿYIJHÿJDQÿFnÿLMIYÿMIcQÿLMJLÿdNCÿJKÿ[nÿTIGI\XIHÿijÿ[nÿLMIÿ_HIGIQFDSÿYIJHa
wKPJccYeÿdNCÿGPKL[QFJDKÿMJ`IÿLMIFHÿKYKLI\ÿKILÿP_ÿL[ÿKIDQÿ[PLÿLM[KIÿN^TÿD[LFxGJLF[DKaÿbMIÿ_H[XcI\ÿFKÿFnÿK[\I[DIÿHIJGMIKÿJSIÿfghÿFDÿkgkgeÿK[\Iÿ[nÿLM[KIÿFDQF̀FQPJcKÿJHI
HIGIF̀FDSÿJDÿN^TÿD[LFxGJLF[DÿKLJLFDSÿLMIYÿZIHIÿKP__[KIQÿL[ÿLJ]IÿJDÿN^Tÿn[HÿkgkgaÿbMJLpKÿD[LÿLHPIÿJnLIHÿLMIÿtuvwNuÿCGLÿKFDGIÿLMIYÿHIJGMÿJSIÿfghÿJnLIHÿkgjleÿLMIYÿZ[DpL
MJ`IÿJDÿN^Tÿn[HÿkgkgaÿbMIÿdNtÿ_PXcFKMIQÿD[LFGIÿkgkgaÿL[ÿcILÿdNCÿGPKL[QFJDKÿ]D[ZÿLMIYÿPDQIHKLJDQÿLMJLÿK[\Iÿ[nÿLM[KIÿN^TÿD[LFxGJLF[DKÿ\FSMLÿMJ`IÿXIIDÿKIDLÿ[PLaÿyMJL
KM[PcQÿJDÿdNCÿGPKL[QFJDÿQ[ÿbMIÿdNtÿKJFQÿdNCÿGPKL[QFJDKÿJHIÿFDÿG[\_cFJDGIÿJKÿc[DSÿJKÿLMIYÿKIDQÿJÿG[HHIGLIQÿD[LFGIÿXYÿC_HFcÿjaÿdnÿY[PÿxDQÿY[PHKIcnÿFDÿLMJLÿ_[KFLF[Deÿc[[]ÿJL
dNtÿD[LFGIÿkgkgaeÿJDQÿFLÿZFccÿ_H[`FQIÿY[PÿZFLMÿLMIÿSPFQJDGIÿLMJLÿY[PÿDIIQa
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D[DqQIKFSDJLIQÿXIDIxGFJHYeÿZMFGMÿFKÿJÿD[Dq_IHK[DaÿwKPJccYeÿLMIÿGJLIS[HYÿLMJLÿY[PÿnJccÿFDL[ÿQILIH\FDIKÿY[PHÿQFKLHFXPLF[Dÿ[_LF[DKa
[ZÿJÿDIZÿGJLIS[HYÿ[nÿXIDIxGFJHYÿMJKÿXIIDÿJQQIQaÿdLpKÿGJccIQÿIcFSFXcIÿQIKFSDJLIQÿXIDIxGFJHFIKaÿdnÿK[\I[DIÿnJccKÿPDQIHÿLMIÿGJLIS[HYÿ[nÿJDÿIcFSFXcIÿQIKFSDJLIQÿXIDIxGFJHYe
LMIDÿMIÿ[HÿKMIÿGJDÿLJ]IÿQFKLHFXPLF[DKÿ[`IHÿMFKÿ[HÿMIHÿcFnIÿIz_IGLJDGYa
IHIÿFKÿJÿMFSMqcI`IcÿQIKGHF_LF[Dÿ[nÿZM[ÿFKÿJDÿIcFSFXcIÿQIKFSDJLIQÿXIDIxGFJHYa

CÿDIZÿQIxDFLF[DÿLMJLÿMJKÿXIIDÿJQQIQÿL[ÿ[PHÿdNCÿQFGLF[DJHYeÿK[ÿL[ÿK_IJ]aÿCDÿIcFSFXcIÿQIKFSDJLIQÿXIDIxGFJHYÿGJDÿXIÿLMIÿKPH`F̀FDSÿK_[PKIÿ[nÿLMIÿdNCÿ[ZDIHeÿJÿGMFcQÿ[nÿLMIÿdNC
[ZDIHÿZM[ÿMJKÿD[LÿHIJGMIQÿLMIÿJSIÿ[nÿ\Jr[HFLYÿZMFGMÿFKÿPKPJccYÿQIxDIQÿPDQIHÿKLJLIÿcJZeÿJÿXIDIxGFJHYÿZM[ÿFKÿQFKJXcIQeÿJÿXIDIxGFJHYÿZM[ÿFKÿGMH[DFGJccYÿFcceÿ[HÿJÿXIDIxGFJHY
ZM[ÿQ[IKÿD[LÿnJccÿPDQIHÿJDYÿ[nÿLM[KIÿn[PHÿXPLÿFKÿD[Lÿ\[HIÿLMJDÿLIDÿYIJHKÿY[PDSIHÿLMJDÿLMIÿdNCÿ[ZDIHa
s[HÿLMIKIÿFDQF̀FQPJcKeÿLMIYÿKLFccÿMJ`IÿLMIÿ[_LF[Dÿ[nÿLJ]FDSÿQFKLHFXPLF[DKÿ[`IHÿLMIFHÿcFnIÿIz_IGLJDGYÿn[HÿkgkgÿJDQÿJnLIHa
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¨ILpKÿKIIÿM[ZÿLMIKIÿDIZÿHPcIKÿJnnIGLÿXIDIxGFJHFIKaÿÿyIpccÿQ[ÿJÿGJcGPcJLF[Dÿn[HÿkgkgÿPKFDSÿJÿXJcJDGIÿ[nÿ©jggegggÿXIGJPKIÿKLPQFIKÿKM[ZÿLMJLÿLMJLpKÿLMIÿJ`IHJSIÿdNCÿXJcJDGI
n[HÿC\IHFGJDKÿJDQÿPKFDSÿJÿHIJK[DJXcIÿHJLIÿ[nÿHILPHDÿ[nÿªaÿCKKP\IÿZIÿMJ`IÿJÿLHJQFLF[DJcÿdNCÿn[HÿK[\I[DIÿZM[ÿZJKÿX[HDÿoJDPJHYÿjeÿjl«keÿZMFGMÿ\IJDKÿLMIYÿMJ`I¬ÿJ®¯°D±ÿ²N^T
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Understanding Communication Styles for More Effective
Client Relations
retirement-insight.com/understanding-communication-styles-for-more-effective-client-relations

By Joseph Tabers, CSP, President of Productive Training,
Inc.
Understanding communication styles for more effective
client relations is simply better understanding and
preparing to adapt to the variety of styles we encounter.
Our first objective when communicating is first to know our
self before we attempt to understand another so we can
establish mutual understanding. Knowing the strengths and
limitations of our style, as well as those of the ones we
encounter, will help us appreciate the differences in styles
and help us better navigate those relationships. This will
give you the ability to build more trust in a client
relationship sooner and reduce any dynamics that may
affect tension during a conversation or a one-on-one
meeting.

Joseph Tabers, CSP, President of
Productive Training, Inc.
Editor’s note: This article is an
adaptation of the live webinar
delivered by Joseph Tabers in
2020. His comments have been
edited for clarity and length.
You can read the summary
article here as part of the 1st Qtr
2020 Retirement InSight and
Trends Newsletter, worth 1.0 CE
when read in its entirety (after
passing the online quiz.)
You may also choose to take the
full length course Understanding
Communication Styles for More
Effective Client Relations for 1.0
hour continuing education (CE)
credit.

Why it is Important to Understand Communication Styles
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I had a chance to work with a national company which invested over a million dollars on a
client survey to find out what customers wanted in order to continue or return doing
business with them. The top four apply in almost any customer setting from restaurants to
the financial field.
The first thing customers wanted in this survey was for the company to be understanding of
them as a customer. If you don’t ask my needs, learn those needs. Be a professional from
your service point of view. The second expectation was for the professional to have some
knowledge. If it’s a restaurant setting, they want the waiter to know the menu and the items
on that menu. Better yet to even have tasted or sampled items. Third, they wanted people
to step up to the plate. If you don’t have the answer, get back to me, look it up, take my
phone number. If the answers aren’t at your fingertips, do the research and then circle
back. Finally, customers wanted to be shown concern or empathy. Put yourself in my shoes.
Understand my reservations, frustrations, challenges.
So therein lies over a million dollars’ worth of research that you can put to use. We’re going
to use this research as it applies to why we even bother adapting our communication style.
What is one current strength you have in dealing with clients right now regarding your
temperament, your style? For some people, they might say that they are user-friendly, easy
to talk to, easy to work with. Others might say that they’re very well prepared and
researched, very methodical in their approach. What would yours be? In my case, I believe a
strength of mine is that I want my clients to know I care and that I’m comfortable going
outside of myself to make them feel comfortable.
What is one of the challenges you find in working with different personalities or client
styles? For some people, it might be the strong silent type, trying to open them up. For
others, it might be dealing with someone who is very blunt and direct. The challenge for me
in the past has often been the stereotypical engineer who is very analytical and data-driven.
As I worked with them more, I came to appreciate that that’s just the way they operate.
Trying to change that isn’t going to work, so working with it, adapting to it, will work to my
advantage. We will talk about ways that we can do that as well.
In the 1930s, Carl Young and William Marston wrote a book titled, “Emotions of Normal
People.” Before that, the typical way of finding behavior was to study people in the insane
asylums. Unfortunately, they didn’t learn a whole lot about studying deviant or abnormal
behavior. Once they started looking at normal behavior, they found that there was a lot
more to learn about practical ranges that could be replicated or duplicated. In the 1960s,
assessment instruments were created to help us identify our dominant strengths and what
characteristics are most like you or least like you.
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In the 1970s, the military jumped on board and started using these assessments in both
training and preparation of soldiers. It helped to identify who was ready for the more
analytical jobs and who was prepared for more tactical and so on. Then business and
government got on board. To date, over 40 million people have taken some type of online
either personality test or style assessment. There is everything from Myers-Briggs, to the
Keirsey temperament sorter, to the DiSC model, which is the one we’re going to refer to
here. There are probably a hundred different tools. The good news is they all come out of
very similar data that that is solid and well researched.

So How Do We Observe Communication Styles?
With these assessments or any type of observational awareness, we see behavior in front of
us. If you’re on the phone, you’ll have to listen for glimpses of behavior from people – the
way they talk, the way they ask, the way they listen. Those behaviors are “observational
awareness” indicators; they are the best indicators we have in real-time with clients and
customers.

Sometimes we don’t know what a client or customer is thinking or feeling unless they
choose to share it. We can sense someone’s feelings. We can ask about their feelings. We
can ask what they’re thinking. Good consultants and salespeople do that, but people can be
guarded in what they share and don’t share.
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It gets more personal with values and beliefs. Some people will let you know what’s most
important to them. With others, we have to take the discovery path and peel the onion.
People are more comfortable sharing their values when they know our behaviors are
consistent. Another aspect is what actions or behaviors have they taken versus not taken so
far?

What is the Objective of Communication Style
Assessments?
It is important to identify your own communication style and preferences and to better
understand how your self-perception affects others. Knowing your strengths and
weaknesses will help you be aware of the strengths and weaknesses of other styles. This
can help you with one-on-one counseling and the way that you help people, whether it’s
guiding them to a conclusion or helping them be more comfortable with a decision they
need to make. Another benefit of understanding your communication style is to help you be
aware of your blind spots or things that might limit your effectiveness and help you make
some adjustments in your next conversation on the phone or face-to-face.
Most profiles or assessments have these two axes. Left to right is how direct we are in our
communication or how assertive we are with others.

Think about how direct or assertive you are and how open or responsive you are with
people, and how they are in turn with you. Most of us can evaluate these communication
styles within a minute or two on the phone with someone or face-to-face.
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Put a tick mark where you think you are on the Directness axis. If you are very much a
person who makes the first move verbally and introduces yourself, people see this as a
pretty direct or assertive behavior on the extroverted side. However, being on the
introverted side does not mean you are shy or bashful. What it simply means from an
assessment point of view is that you’re more comfortable with silence; you’re comfortable
processing information or ideas. I may be thinking it, but I may not say it. Ask yourself, are
you more likely to reflect and to think about what someone said before you respond?
Think of someone you know and ask the same question: how direct or assertive are they
regularly? Can you quickly identify if they are to the right or left of the center?
Where are you on the openness or responsiveness axis with your emotions? Do you show
your emotions freely? Do people know your mood from 10-20 feet away? If they do, chances
are you have more of that lower half, emotive open style. Can people see your emotions; do
they respond that way often? The upper half is a better poker player, a little tougher to read.
Think of the serious demeanor, hard to tell in their face if they’re in a good mood, bad
mood, or just neutral because the face doesn’t change a lot. If you are speaking with
someone on the phone, maybe you hear the same vocal inflection throughout the
conversation, and they do not sound more or less committed or excited about anything.
For yourself, again, put a tick mark on where you think you are on the openness axis. Where
those two intersect that gives you an idea if you have a communication style in the upper
right quadrant, lower right quadrant, lower left quadrant, or upper-left.

The DISC Communication Styles Model
The D in the upper right direct is Directness, the lower right I is Influence, the lower-left S is
Steadiness or Steady, and C upper-left is Conscientiousness. These are the four dynamics or
traits that come up most often. Styles in the top half are often perceived as task-oriented.
The bottom half are perceived often as more relationship-driven.
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Once you know your tendencies, people would see more of these behaviors when they
interact with you. If you have more of that task-driven behavior on the right chances are
they see you as more competitive, more direct to the point, a more decisive problem-solving
type. If you have more of the “I” quality, they’re going to you as more social, more
conversational, or enthusiastic. In the lower left, they’re going to see someone who’s more
relaxed and patient, a little slower paced, and low key. The top left is someone who’s more
analytical, conscientious, more factual, more deliberate, and a little more calculated in their
demeanor. From here, the next extension would be to look for communication styles in
clients and find out where their natural “parking place” is because most all of us have a
place where we hover most often.
What are Some of the Incentives for Adapting?
The premise here is to know thyself, manage thyself. Know your strengths. Don’t overextend
them because a good strength overextended in our personality or style could be perceived
by a client as a liability or a weakness. We’re not saying to be phony. We’re simply saying to
look at ways to self-manage or adapt when needed.
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Think about how your style may differ from others. People ask, “Which is the most popular
style when people take these assessments?” Four out of ten people score high in the Sstyle. This usually is one of the most common styles in North America and Canada. The
second highest is the I-style. Both of these are relationship-driven or emotive styles. This
means 68% – almost seven out of ten people you deal with – may have more expression of
emotions, concerns, frustrations about retirement planning or finances, or the area of your
counseling or coaching. Be aware that some venting or emoting is normal, even if that’s not
as much for you. The third highest is the D-style. Only 18% or two out of ten have the D as
their dominant trait, which is an entrepreneurial, executive style trait. The C style in the
upper left is only about 14% of the population.
These percentages obviously are going to differ. For example, when I work with some
automotive suppliers and have a lot of engineers in the room, it’s not uncommon that the
typical 14% of C-style is more like 60%. Project managers have to have more of the D-style
decision-making traits. School teachers may have more of the I-style or the social or the Sstyle.
What does this mean for us? It means to be ready to flex a bit. Let’s say you have the S-style,
the bottom left quadrant. Even if you’re with the majority that still means that six out of ten
people do not have the S-style as their dominant behavior trait. It could be their number two
or number three trait.
How to Adapt Your Communication Style
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Say you have the high S quality, and you’re trying to deal with a client that has the high D
quality in the upper right corner. When we do live workshops, we hear the most significant
challenge for a lot of people is the blunt, pushy D-style.

The extreme of the D is direct, decisive, edgy, and sometimes pushy. What do you do to
adapt to that? Be more task-like, be more objective, more detailed; get to the point faster.
Notice the sense of urgency. You might have a client who wants to do a 5-minute call
instead of a 30-minute call. They just want some quick answers, and they want to speak and
get off the phone. Could you go into their world a little bit by stepping up your sense of
urgency?
Let’s say you have the C or the D style. Maybe instead of being so task and factual driven,
you become a little more relationship-driven, and you talk a little bit more about their family
and their career their goals. Slow it down a bit. The idea is to be aware of emotions and
tune into them. Adapting your style can allow you to make a better connection or rapport.

Make an Effort to Adapt
We are professional. We should be the one who makes an effort to adapt. Other people
aren’t as likely going to make the adaption, but they can if they want to.
A fundamental cornerstone of establishing trust with our clients is when by our example, we
demonstrate that we’re listening, validating them, and showing that we care.
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Identify the dominant traits people display and where they are most comfortable. We all
have a parking place on the road map, and it’s a core trait, a core tendency. Yes, we do
make some adaptions in different situations, but in general, we come back to our parking
place where our temperament is most comfortable. Clients do the same. We can help them
by going more in their direction.
Why bother with all this? Clients want us to be understanding. They assume we have some
knowledge and how we convey that is going to make them comfortable or not. They want us
to take responsibility, to step up to the plate. It’s almost like reading their minds through
questioning, listening, and showing empathy and concern.
When you’re working with others, ask yourself if they are more introverted or extroverted?
Make that mental note. Decide if you can make that effort to go there or allow it for them to
stay there. Know your dominant trait, but work to self-management. The key is not
overextending it.
About Joseph Tabers, CSP, President of Productive
Training, Inc.
Joe is an expert in improving workplace
presentations, interpersonal communication skills
and relationships. Over the last 25 years his team
has helped more than 450 organizations and
thousands of individuals increase their workplace
effectiveness by enhancing their communication
skills. As a proven professional speaker, author and
communication coach, Joe will help you connect
better with audiences from high-level professionals
to frontline workers.
Are you looking for a retirement speaker for your next
conference, consumer event or internal professional
development program? Visit the Retirement Speakers
Bureau to find leading retirement industry speakers,
authors, trainers and professional development experts
who can address your audience’s needs and budget.
©2020, Joseph Tabers, CSP, President of Productive
Training, Inc. All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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America’s REAL Retirement Coverage Crisis – Solution: The
HSA in Your Future
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By Jack Towarnicky, JD, CEBS, LLM-Employee Benefits,
HR/Rewards/Benefits Compliance and Planning Researcher
with the American Retirement Association
Health savings accounts (HSAs) have been around since
2004. However, only 20-25% of employees who have
employer sponsored healthcare coverage have access to
that choice. Worse, all too often, the HSA capable health
option is poorly deployed and not well positioned.
The failure to adopt HSA capable health options is
surprising to me. The HSA is America’s most valuable
benefits tax preference, and an employer can add an HSA
capable health option and maybe couple with or introduce
an employer-sponsored, fully insured, retiree-pay-all
Medicare Advantage coverage. They have been available in
the HealthCare.gov exchange for at least the last five to 10
years and can be a new benefit choice that offers access
and value to active employees. It gives them a target to
shoot for in saving and preparation. It provides a
readymade effective transition to retirement, which might
curtail recent transfer delayed retirement, and at the same
time, it lowers the employer’s cost of active worker health
coverage. Hey, what’s not to like? And yet here we are, 16
years later and the majority of American employers who
offer healthcare coverage haven’t taken advantage of the
opportunity to create a competitive advantage compared to
the employers they compete with for talent.
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The Retiree Medical Coverage Crisis vs. the Retirement
Savings Coverage Crisis
What percentage of wage earners had access to a more than adequate, tax-favored
retirement savings program in each of the past 39 years? 100% of us. We’ve all had access
to the individual retirement account (IRA) since the 1981 Economic Recovery Tax Act signed
by President Reagan starting with the 1982 tax year. Retirement savings isn’t really a
coverage crisis or an access crisis when it comes to retirement income. It is a prioritization
crisis.
Some might say that the IRA isn’t adequate, but it, in fact, it is for those workers who are not
highly compensated employees. The lowly, universally available, ubiquitous IRA as
expanded by the Economic Growth and Tax Relief and Reconciliation Act of 2001 – that’s 20
years ago in the George W. Bush administration – is a more than adequate, tax-favored
retirement savings plan. Simple, consistent saving in an IRA coupled with Social Security
would generally have been adequate retirement preparation for many of the 75 million, or
so, baby boomers averaging $50,000 in annual income if they only had the commitment, if
only they had prioritized retirement savings and retirement preparation.

Some changes might prompt more savings in IRAs, especially among those who today live
paycheck to paycheck. However, not too many folks seem to be interested in that other than
mandates, for example, and frankly with COVID-19 and state-mandated Roth IRAs, let’s see
what kind of leakage occurs there. If you’d like to see my thinking in terms of income and
prioritizing saving, again, connect with me on LinkedIn, and we can have a great debate.
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Impediments to HSA Adoption
What percentage of retirees had access to tax-favored retiree medical coverage during the
past almost 30 years? According to Kaiser’s annual survey of employer-sponsored
healthcare coverage, 18% of employers today provide retiree medical coverage. This,
however, likely includes employers who no longer offer employer financial support for
retiree medical to new hires. If we adjusted it only for folks who are offering coverage to
new hires like you would offer coverage in the 401(k) to new hires, we might come up with a
number between 5 and 10%. If we expanded this to include small employers with 200 and
more employees, we’d likely end up with only a 1% to 3% of employers who sponsor or
contribute to retiree medical coverage.
The HSA is a great solution for funding retiree medical costs. However, most employers
don’t offer access. Most employees are not enrolled in an HSA capable health option. More
than half of the employers who do offer an HSA capable health option don’t themselves
contribute. And when employers don’t contribute, most workers don’t either. The Employee
Benefits Research Institute (EBRI) confirms only half of HSAs receive a contribution, and less
than 15% of HSA accounts are maxed out, fully funded in a particular year (2016 data) and
that only 5% of HSA accounts are invested in anticipation of retiree medical needs. Why is
this?
When healthcare was reformed, luckily, they retained HSA capable coverage when they
introduced the patient protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010. But it did get a bad rap.
Many perceived HSA capable coverage as substandard or inappropriate. Even President
Obama said so. Besides lowering deductibles and out of pocket costs, the goal should also
include saving and preparing for future expense, especially among the majority who won’t
have significant out of pocket medical expenses this year.
We’ve seen some growth in HSA assets. I wanted to compare the growth of HSA assets with
401(k) assets, but the comparison would likely be more misleading than informative
because the 401(k) didn’t start from scratch. Instead, plan sponsors added pretax
contribution functionality to existing thrift and profit-sharing plans starting very late in 1981,
early in 1982.
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For the first few years, the 401(k) didn’t have the 402(g) limit (Internal Revenue Code
Section 402(g) limits the amount of elective deferrals a plan participant may exclude from
taxable income each calendar year). Even when it was added to the tax code, it came in at
$7,000 for 1987 and has been increasing pretty much ever since. Today, the annual
maximums for 401(k) contributions for 2020 are $19,500 and a $6,500 catch up. The catch
up can start at age 50 for a total annual contribution of $26,000.
The HSA limits are much more modest. The 2020 annual maximum for single coverage is
$3,550, and for non-single coverage (family), it’s $7,100 plus $1,000 catch up per individual
age 55 or older. But combined, a 55-year-old preparing for retirement who has non-single
health coverage with a spouse the same age can contribute $35,100 a year, and if both
spouses are employed, we’re talking almost $60,000 a year if the two spouses can afford it.
Is the deductible for a high-deductible health plan really that high? Well, back in 1984, I had
a $200 deductible in my healthcare coverage. If I were to index that for 35 years of medical
premium increases, that $200 increases more than 10-fold to exceed $2,000 today. Instead
of indexing the deductible for inflation, many plan sponsors allow their point of purchase
cost-sharing – the deductibles, the copayment – to be eroded by inflation. Today’s $1,400
funded with tax-preferred HSA contributions is a much lower percentage of median takehome pay if you were to compare it to, say, that 1984 $200 deductible funded with after-tax
dollars, money out of your pocket.
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It’s long past time to pay attention to how the HSA capable option is presented. When we
offer workers a choice of coverage, too many employers tend to denigrate the HSA capable
health option. Most workers can’t accurately compare the coverages where one option uses
copays, and the other uses deductibles. The deductible prominence is highlighted by
mandates like health reform’s side by side summary of benefits and coverage, which seldom
includes the contribution difference or total cost-sharing. Typically, the HSA capable option –
where it’s offered as a choice – is priced less expensive in terms of point of enrollment costsharing, the employee’s contribution, compared to any PPO or HMO coverage option that’s
also offered to that same employee.
Too many plan sponsors have a passive annual enrollment process. You get your current
coverage unless you make an affirmative election to change the coverage option that’s
already in place. Studies show that American workers spend less than 30 minutes a year on
average (averages can be deceiving) making their choices at annual enrollment, a passive
default process that ensures that most are going to ignore any new choices. So, one thing
that I always recommend folks consider is changing the default at annual enrollment to the
HSA capable option. Even if you enroll them, if it’s the default, and they reduce their HSA
contribution, or even if they opt-out of making HSA contributions, there’s nothing wrong
with a default re-enrollment mid-year to make HSA contributions or to increase the HSA
contribution mid-year.
As an aside, one of the items we really need to acknowledge is just how important an issue
deductible prominence is. The reason why we need to kind of focus on this is because few
workers meet their deductible each year. Eighty percent of medical expenses are incurred
by less than 20% of the population. Benefits folks sometimes call that the Pareto principle.
For example, if you have a $1,400 deductible, perhaps as few as 10% of individuals will
satisfy that deductible. And importantly, those who do satisfy the deductible probably don’t
do that every year. Think of it also in the not single coverage, that’s $2,800 deductible at a
minimum, and all of a sudden, you’re talking about just 5% if it’s only one individual in the
family who is incurring significant expense.
Why select the PPO with the lower deductible and the higher employee contribution? Why
do employees do that when given the choice? Keep in mind that as many as 74% of
Americans live paycheck to paycheck where a one-week delay, not missing the next
paycheck, but just a one-week delay in their next paycheck, would cause some or substantial
financial difficulty (Getting Paid in America, an annual survey by the American Payroll
Association). It’s been consistently in the high 60s, low 70s. The Federal Reserve’s Household
study shows that 40% of American households don’t have cash on hand to meet an
unanticipated $400 expense. Because of that financial fragility, many stick with the health
insurance option that has the lowest deductible. They over-insure even though it may not be
the best choice for them, not this year and certainly not long term.
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The other challenge is that when adding an HSA capable healthy option, too many plan
sponsors fail to adjust the PPO, point of purchase cost-sharing so that it has the same
deductible structure as the HSA capable option. I can confirm that the only way to get all
workers to consider a new option is to amend or eliminate the existing choices substantially,
make sure side-by-side comparisons are complete and not misleading, and to change the
default at annual enrollment. You need an affirmative election process. Even knowing so
many live paychecks to paycheck, and also knowing so many are over insured and
financially fragile, too many employers don’t take steps to get workers over the hump.

Which Comes First, the HSA Chicken, or the 401(K)-Nest
Egg?
How do we prioritize saving between the HSA and the 401(k) and doing what I call quadruple
duty?
Many workers don’t have to choose between the saving in the HSA and the 401(k). They can
max out both, and others can at least contribute enough to obtain the full employer
financial support in both accounts. Sometimes, all you have to do as a plan sponsor is open
the HSA account, and sometimes the employer will do that by making that initial employer
contribution.
Many times, if the employer is using what’s called the comparability method for
nondiscrimination in employer contributions to the HSA, just simply opening that account
will ensure that employees get the employer contribution towards the HSA. However, it’s
clear which one should take priority if we’re thinking about retirement preparation, and that
would be the HSA. We know that as much as 20-25% of retiree’s costs in retirement are
healthcare premiums or healthcare out of pocket expenses, or maybe even long-term care
premiums and long-term care out of pocket expenses. The big difference is that the HSA
contributions are made pretax for federal and state income taxes as well as for FICA and
FICA Medicare (med), the Social Security, and the hospital insurance contributions that come
out of every paycheck.
For comparison, 401(k) contributions are pre-taxed for federal and state income taxes but
post-tax for FICA and FICA med. They were once pre-taxed, but that changed due to the
Social Security Amendments Act of 1983. The other big difference, of course, is that HSA
assets, when used to cover qualified expenses, are distributed tax-free. However, prioritizing
the HSA contributions over the 401(k) may not be the right answer for those who live
paycheck to paycheck, those who are not able to fully fund both accounts, or those who
don’t believe they can afford to contribute enough to receive the full employer financial
support in both options.
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The right answer will vary from situation to situation. Here, I made some assumptions to
give you an idea about why you might want to contribute to one before the other.

I assumed here that the HSA uses the comparability rules for the employer contributions,
and that the 401(k) or the 403(b) plan has a match and that it also has a robust plan loan
functionality and that both accounts are subject to true-up, that the employer contribution
will be the same regardless of when the employee makes contributions throughout the
year. In this situation, a worker would want to consider seeding the HSA even with just $1 to
start that claims clock. Only expenses incurred after the HSA has been opened, typically in
most states, you can’t open it except by putting in at least a buck. So, again, you want to
start that claims clock for eligible expenses.
Then you want to prioritize contributing to the 401(k) until you’ve obtained the full match.
Then you want to start regular HSA contributions, and maybe gap-fill any hole in your takehome pay with a 401(k) or a 403(b)-plan loan. HSAs don’t allow you to take plan loans. Most
401(k) and 403(b) plans do. You want to contribute to the HSA until it’s fully funded, that’s
that $3,550 or $7,100 (for 2020) amount, and then resume 401(k) contributions as finances
permit. Remember that there’s no coverage crisis for retirement income. The IRA is available
to all wage earners.
Perhaps the health savings account’s most significant value is the varied opportunities for
tax-favored wealth accumulation along the way to retirement and beyond. Most employees
don’t need to look beyond the value in the current year. The HSA monies are certain, and
they’re readily accessible, and where they’re not used, growth comes from the investment
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and is carried over to future years. Monies are generally accessible on-demand at any time.
You get to spend the monies that would’ve gone to the federal government, the state
government, Social Security and Medicare on your out of pocket qualifying expenses.
The value for tax-favored funding of retiree medical is obvious. It is especially true for those
who succeeded in preparing for retirement and maybe end up being subject to Medicare
Part B and Part D income-related monthly adjusted amount. Today, that surcharge applies
where 2020 AGI exceeds $87,000 for singles ($174,000 for married filers). As the Medicare
trust fund runs dry, (according to the most recent report, it’s still going to happen in 2026)
and as budget deficits and national debt skyrocket, it’s important to remember that
Medicare Part B and part D are primarily funded with general tax revenues. The bottom line
with those kinds of trends and challenges we should all expect that Congress will raise
funding for Medicare Part B and Part D by lowering the income threshold for the incomerelated monthly adjustment amount.
Some folks are going to be lucky. They’re going to be in perfect health for 10, 20, or 30 years
in retirement, and if so, they can spend those HSA dollars on nonmedical needs and wants.
If they take the money after reaching age 65 for nonmedical needs and wants, in general, it
subjects them to regular income taxes the same as if they were 401(k) dollars. Like any other
deferral, federal income taxes are going to be based on the rates in effect and your marginal
tax rate based on your total income and the state income taxes that apply. Finally, no matter
your situation, any residual HSA account assets can be used by your surviving spouse or
another tax dependent after you die. Then, any unused residual is then paid to beneficiaries
as taxable monies. So, there’s no waste. There’s no forfeiture. It does quadruple duty.

Key Takeaways
The deductible for an HSA capable healthcare plan is not high. It never was. It’s just that we
failed as plan sponsors to index our point of purchase cost-sharing for medical inflation.
Creating a fair comparison, a fair informed choice during annual enrollment, will almost
always require the plan sponsor to make changes in any other available coverage options
those that are not HSA capable.
It’s springtime in America. So, remember to seed the HSA account. Maybe even seed the
account each year, and if you’re a plan sponsor, and if you offer an HSA capable coverage
option today, you can still seed the account this year. You can contribute today for those
who enrolled in an HSA capable health option but failed to open their HSA.
Something else you may want to consider is to introduce employer-sponsored, retiree-payall, fully insured Medicare Advantage options. The most important words there are retireepay-all and fully insured. If you introduce it along those lines, typically, you can minimize any
exposure, any liability reporting, under FASB 106, FASB 158. You want to give employees a
target. You get to add some new benefits this way without adding to your expense or adding
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new liabilities on your financial statements, and it just might help workers prepare for
retirement or maybe even help older workers transition into retirement. We’re talking
Medicare Advantage options, which means we’re not talking about early retiree medical
coverage. EBRI’s Retirement Confidence survey shows that increasingly folks expect to work
longer these days. Giving them this target is going to be beneficial so that they know there is
going to be an opportunity perhaps for me to access retiree healthcare coverage when I
leave this particular employer.
Remember that the top 50% of wage earners, those who earned an excess of $40,000 (the
median in 2016) paid 97% of all of the income taxes. Tax-free HSA distributions can be used
to cover part B and part D premiums, long-term care insurance premiums, as well as out of
pocket medical and long-term care expenses and doesn’t add to your federal and state
income tax bill.
There is never any waste when it comes to your health savings account assets. Sooner or
later, one way or another, you, your surviving spouse and dependents, or your named
beneficiaries receive the value from your account. It’s what you get versus what you get to
keep after taxes. Right now, when used for qualifying expenses, what you get is what you
get to keep.
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